that is operating in the range of γ rays with energies between 100 MeV and 100 GeV. This first choice already recalls many more concepts, most of them highly technical: energy, frequency, wavelength, quasar, γ rays, MeV, GeV, ... These abstract concepts are all linguistic facts. There is not even some direct perception to link with the words or symbols, because none has ever seen or touched a 100 MeV γ photon, and could not even say if it was really a particle or a wave or both.
Let's go ahead: I connect with the public archive of LAT data 4 , and "download the data". This simple expression implicitly means that I send an electromagnetic signal to a computer in USA, which in turn answers by sending to my notebook a series of electromagnetic signals changing the state of millions of transistors integrated in the chips of the memory. More electronic devices are changed as consequence: for example, the on/off arrangement of the several pixels of my monitor. I, a human being, interpret these changes of state and light as signs, which in turn are for words or numbers or mathematical symbols (see my discussion in [5] ). A cat or a dog in front of the same monitor would remain unperturbed, or, perhaps, if I would show a video with other cats and dogs, they could start playing without understanding the difference between the animals of the video and themselves.
I operate on the signs of my monitor to process and to analyse the downloaded data, to extract the light curves 5 . These would be the renowned "experimental data", which should decide the fate of a theory and tell us how the reality is. However, already the operations performed to date underline that we are just dealing with languages and that the definition of fact or event is just the final product of a series of decisions more or less conscious. I could also add that the "downloaded" data, the photons recorded by LAT, are in turn the result of choices: selection of parameters (voltages, currents, temperatures, ...) to define the nominal operations of the instrument, selection criteria and rejection of the cosmic background, and so on. Moreover, as calibrations go ahead, there are updates in the software and the instrument response, which in turn often result in some unexpected change in some sources or spectra or light curves (see, for example, the Sect. 4.2 of [4] ) 6 . Anyway, now that I have these photons, I have to decide which are coming from the quasar 3C 454.3 and which are from nearby contaminating sources or from the cosmic background. In these cases, it is usual to adopt a linguistic technical procedure named likelihood [9] , which in turn indicate the probability that a certain photon is associated to the source under study. To know that a photon of a certain energy is coming from 3C 454.3 is an important information, but a more useful physical information would be to know the flux of these photons. One individual particle is not sufficient, so that it is necessary to detect a sufficient number of photons, where the term "sufficient" has a meaning understandable within the statistical analysis. Therefore, one takes into account the photons collected in certain time intervals (bins). I obtain different light curves depending on the bin width, and thus different information. From the example displayed in Fig. 1 , one could see that the source is almost constant at the beginning and the information of the three curves are almost coherent. However, already at the end of the first day, it is possible to see, from the curves with smaller bins, that the source increased its emission. Around the day 841 (November 20), only the light curve with the smallest bin is able to show the sudden peak of emission, while the curves with In addition, this is what I can do with Fermi /LAT, the most advanced γ-ray telescope at hands of mankind, but it still has its technological limits, its sensitivity, its spatial and time resolution, and so on. It is surely more advanced of its predecessors, but its successor will surely have better performance, which will allow us to extract light curves with finer bins, thus giving us different information. So, again, what is reality? What is the "true" emission of 3C 454.3?
Anyway, beyond the boring details of this rather dull presentation -that are just a negligible part of those that could be made explicit -I hope it is evident that the so called "experimental datum" is just a linguistic fact, with a more or less conscious history of choices and interpretations. One could do infinite experiments and observations, but one select some and not others, one select to measure certain quantities and not others. The empirical fact does not exist by itself, but it is always the result of a linguistic choice. Wigner wrote about an isomorphism about the logic of mathematics and the natural laws [13] , while Tegmark pushed himself even to say that the universe is a mathematical structure [11] . Languages (of any type, spoken, written, and mathematics) are used to define a fact, and are then used to link these facts, the measured quantities. Should one be surprised to find a link between facts defined in a linguistic way and the languages used to define them, both human inventions? It is like to design and to build a house and then be surprised that it stands up... Spoken and written languages, jargon, mathematics are all self-organised complex structures emerged from the chaotic interactions of individuals all over the millennia. Only some parts are currently used. We keep memory of other parts, although we think they are obsolete (think about the Ptolemy astronomy, the caloric, the numbers of Ancient Romans,...). Many more parts were lost forever (try thinking about the knowledge lost in the fire of the library of Alexandria). If some linguistic forms were successful to be currently used by most of human beings, this could not even be due to some usefulness parameter: it is known that often scientists were inspired by standards of beauty, which in turn are not something universal, but are changing from person to person. Nevertheless, it remains the fact that all are human constructions, as de Saussure understood [3] , invented not only to communicate, but also to think.
The wide applicability of mathematics should not be a surprise. It happens also in the spoken language: the words "be born" does not refer only to human beings, but to every living being and also to lifeless objects. One could speak about the "birth" of a star, isn't it? Just in these days, it happened to me to have at hands the original paper where Weibull defined the homonym distribution [12] . It is interesting to note the examples made by the author: yield strength of a Bofors steel; size distribution of fly ash; finer strength of Indian cotton; fatigue life of a St-37 steel; height of British adult males; width of beans. It would be possible to write infinite examples, but it is necessary to note that, with respect to the spoken language, the mathematics tries limiting the semantic field of its signs by means of definitions and the use of different signs, so to avoid intrusion of not-required meanings from everyday life. According to Tegmark [11] , the science will reach the complete description of the universe when it will succeed to remove the "human baggage". However, it is not possible to remove the human nature from mathematics, because it is a language constructed by human beings 7 . We could try, but something always overflows, something escapes, consciously or not. This is not bad, because it is the seed of the invention [6] .
The fact that our concept of nature, of universe, of world, was a linguistic structure, which in turn was a human invention from which it is not possible to remove the human nature, does not affect its validity and does not influence the reality of things under study. The technological development of the latest four centuries is an evident proof. Simply, it is necessary to abandon a concept of science as research of a unique, absolute, ultimate, fundamental, confident, and soothing Truth. As Niels Bohr wrote, physics is not the study of something given, but rather the development of methods to organise and to measure the human experience [2] . To make observations and experiments that will suggest new events to study, new ways to speak about the nature. In the end, we continue speaking even though we know that there are in the language some undecidable phrases like "I am lying".
Notes
1 FQXi 2015 Essay Contest, http://fqxi.org/community/essay/rules. 2 http://fqxi.org/community/forum/category/31424 3 Usually, I prefer writing an essay by hands and then I transcribe it on the computer. 4 http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/ssc/LAT/LATDataQuery.cgi. 5 Although it was not necessary for this essay, I wrote in the following some explanatory notes about the Fermi/LAT data analysis. The adopted methods are the same described with more details in [8] and references therein, but in the present case I worked with LAT Science Tools v. 9.33.0, and the Instrument Response Function P7REP SOURCE V15. More light curves of 3C 454.3 can be found in [7] ; in the present work, I have taken as example the exceptional outburst of 2010 November (see [7] , Fig. 3, bottom right panel) . 6 There is a joke among the researchers saying that the best calibration is obtained when the instrument ended its lifetime, but then none could use it... 7 It would be interesting to see what would happen in the case of contact with alien civilisations different from human beings, but with the same ability to invent languages.
